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Our	Team

➢ ScrumMaster
➢ Deputy Quality Assurance

➢ Lead Frontend Developer
➢ System Analyst

➢ Lead Backend Developer
➢ Deputy UX Designer

➢ UI/UXDesigner
➢ Deputy Front-End Developer

➢ Quality Assurance
➢ Deputy Scrum master



Our	Sponsor

RANKED TOP 5 BEST
MOVING COMPANY IN
SINGAPORE

WITH FOCUSON PROVIDING
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED SERVICES

- Residential/officemoving services

- Disposal services

- Storage facility

HAKIM, DIRECTOR
MAIN POINTOF CONTACT



Project	Motivation
Problems faced by Vimbox

Used rudimentary tools such as excel spreadsheets,
pen and paper

Information across departments was communicated
through SMS, phone call and emails

Resulted in

Data inconsistency

Communication overhead

Inefficiency



Stakeholders

Hakim (Admin)

Sales Site Surveyor

HR

Moving Supervisor



Site Surveyor

Solution

VMIS
VimboxMovers Internal System

Sales

HROperations 
Supervisor

Communicate information
throughout the company

Transparency atworkUser-friendly interface to
stimulate a smooth sales

process



Workflow	Model



Sales	Process

We show the actual business process from signavio?



Market	Research

VMIS MovePoint MoverBase

Scheduling

HR Management

CRM

Sales

Site Surveyor

Reports/
Dashboard

Email Integration

FeedbackModule



Demo



Technical	Aspects



Architecture	Diagram



Technologies

Development 
Language

Frontend 
Technologies

Deployment 
Platform

Development Tools & 
Database

Repository



Technical	Complexity

#2
Providing live 
notifications

#1
Formula Builder



The sales interface is split into the respective housing addresses that the customer has provided
with each of them having to keep trackof a separate item list as well as the services that the

particular house requires.

Technical	Complexity	#1
Formula	Builder



We createda fixed set of variables for the formulae to input into the system (material
charges, additional charges, boxes and manpower).

Every global variable shown in the screenshot is an array to contain the respective
objects for the different house addresses. The objects are differentiated by a unique

div id which will be stored and retrieved from the database.

Technical	Complexity	#1
Formula	Builder



Every address has its own service list and the table cells contain both the unique div id as well as
the respective formulae. This is passed into the update_service method in the javascript fileand

the formula will be stored in the formula variableand deciphered.

Arrays allowus to dynamicallyupdate the calculatedsum of formula as indicated. When items are
added, the update_service method will be triggered. Eachformula has a single space as the

delimiter. Hence, update_service method splits up elements via the delimiter and runs through
every element to compute the formula, following the rule that all variablesmust be separated by
an operand. When a variable is detected, corresponding value will be retrieved from respective

arrayand computed.

Technical	Complexity	#1
Formula	Builder



Technical	Complexity	#2	
Providing	live	notifications

When the user is logged into the system, a web socket will be createdwith the use of the wsUrl
variableas the parameter. Every user will be connected to the sameweb socket in order to send

and receivenotifications.

Live notifications are created via the use of web sockets through openshift. 



Technical	Complexity	#2	
Providing	live	notifications

Whenever the function specified to send notifications, the servlet invoked will be setting the
message with the key “notification” in JSON format. Themessage is designed to be in a standard

format,



Technical	Complexity	#2	
Providing	live	notifications
We have set the endpoint of the notification server as the java class NotifcationServerEndPoint
set with the server endpoint annotation of value “serverEndpoint” and a configurator named

NotificationServerConfigurator.

The configurator overrides the default handshake method established to retrieve and set the user
object instead of the usual configuration.

With that done, whenever the web socket variable is created, the handleOpen method will be
invoked, user object will be stored in the set of users that we deemed as online.



Technical	Complexity	#2	
Providing	live	notifications
To facilitateonline users receiving notifications, messages sent via the web socket will invoke the

server endpoint handleMessagemethod.



From here we deciphered the payload that is coming in. Delimiting by }{ for multiple messages,
we retrieve the designated users to send the message over. Ultimately, notifications will be

stored in the database in case the user is not online and they will still be able to see it when they
login afterwards.



Quality	Assurance



How	do	we	assure	quality?

PERFORMANCE
- Usage of a single

streamlined business process
in all aspects

- Ability to generate
quotation on the spot for

customers

MAINTAINABILITY
- All codes follow standard
Java and Javascript coding

convention

- For more complex codes,
we included a write up to

explain our logic. Git commit
messages closely follows

industry standards

USABILITY
- Designed to suit the

business needs and operating
style of Vimbox. Nomajor
changes to their business

process

- Usermanual for VMIS so as
to make the handover

smooth and independent



User	Testing	3

DETAILS
10th November, Thursday 6pm
Sprint 11

OBJECTIVES

To test modules used in the sales process, from first customer
interaction until move by Vimbox

Gather feedback on the overall user interface of VMIS

Test email & notification modules



User	Testing	3

PROCEDURE

Test carried out on:

○ 9 User Testers
Sale x3, Site Surveyor x2, Moving Supervisor x2, Hakim
(Director), Wayne (Mentor)

To simulate a complete sales process involving all departments

Participants took turns accessing the app which allowed our team to
observe user behavior and record down comments/feedback. 



User	Testing	3
TASK #1: Create Sales Lead
BY Salesperson

The salesperson created a sales lead for a move.

FINDINGS:

1. After selecting ‘Date of Move’, the calendar did not auto close.

2. New create sales lead form is difficult to read especially when it has a lot of
details.

PROPOSEDSOLUTION:

Clean up the sales lead form so that it is not cluttered with so many information.

Rationale behind(1):

There may be instances where user need to input multiple Date of Move. 



User	Testing	3
TASK #2: Begin Site Survey
BY Site Surveyor

Carry out site survey on iPad.

FINDINGS:

- UI for site survey is now optimized for iPad, cleanand straightforward user interface

- Unfamiliarity with application still results in a slower process time in comparison to
using paper and pen

PROPOSEDSOLUTION:

- Provided user guide manuals which allows the user to read the different functions
available for them.



User	Testing	3
TASK #3: Assignmoving jobstoMovers
BYMovingSupervisor

Respective job’s Moving Supervisor to allocatemove jobs toMovers.

FINDINGS:

- Notifications were prompt and helped in resource planning

- Notifications were useful especially when receiving multiple jobs at once



User	Testing	3
TASK #4: Exploringemail functions
BY HumanResource

Send and read emails using VMIS

FINDINGS:

- Inbox slow to load, blank page shown for 5 seconds before inbox starts to show

- Simple and straightforward to use

PROPOSEDSOLUTION:

- Fix the image that was corrupted



User	Testing	3	Clean	create	sales	form



User	Testing	3User	Testing	3	Site	survey	UI	optimized	for	iPad



User	Testing	3	(Qualitative)
• Great progress! The report module could be improved by displaying meaningful

interpretations of sales data. This would aid in future marketing purposes. – Hakim

• Sales form has been improved since the previous testing and is now easy to follow and
navigate– Poo Teck, Sales

• Site Survey form is visually appealing on the iPad. Plus, with the help of User Guide
manual, I am able to better navigate the user interface – Jonathan, SS

• The HR module saves me a lot of time with functions that allowsme to key in the
employees info, keep track of their attendance and generate pay slips with ease.         -
Rena, HR



User	Testing	3 Summary
Create Sales Lead
by Salesperson

Begin Site Survey
by Site Surveyor

AssignMove Jobs
by Moving Supervisor

4/5 4/5 4.8/5

Total Score:

16.8/20
for Sales, Site Survey, Operations, Email, NotificationModule

Exploring email func
by Administrator

4/5



Comparing	Results	from	UT2	&	UT3

Create Sales Lead
by Salesperson

Begin Site Survey
by Site Surveyor

AssignMove Jobs
by Moving Supervisor

Exploring email func
by Administrator *new*

UT2 UT3

4

3.5

3.9

-
TotalScore 11.4/15

4

4

4.8

4
16.8/20

Total(%) 76% 84%



Project	Management



Scrum	Methodology



Planned	Project	Scope	as	of	midterm



Actual	Project	Scope



Planned	Project	Schedule		as	of	midterm

Notification 
Module in 
Sprint 8

Email 
Module in 
Sprint 9

Dropping 
Utility 
Module



Actual	Project	Schedule

Notification 
Module 
moved to 
Sprint 9

Email Module 
moved to Sprint 
10 and 11



Changes	in	Project	Schedule
Schedule
Planned

Actual

Rationale

Teamwanted to focus on completing all primary and secondary functions and assure the
sponsor of quality.

Notification Module Sprint 8

Email Module Sprint 9

Notification Module Sprint 9

Email Module Sprint 10 & 11



Change	Management
Sourcesof change

Client’s request for new feature

Incorrect feature implementation

Decision-makingprocess

1. Teamreceives change request. 

2. Evaluate change based on 3 factors:

➢ Feasibility

➢ Relevancy

➢ Severity

3. If accepted, inform stakeholders of acceptance

4. Implement changes

5.Verify change with stakeholder



Change	in	Project	Scope

Module Action Category Description

Utility Module Dropped 
Module Tertiary

Dropped tertiary functions 
(Calculator widget, google 
map widget) and placing 

focus on already-
completed functionalities 

in order to ascertain 
quality.



SCRUM	Burndown	Chart
Sprint 9



SCRUM	Burndown	Chart
Sprint 10



SCRUM	Burndown Chart
Sprint 11
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Bug Metrics

Low Medium High

x-axis: sprint number
y-axis: bug points

Severity Description

Low Impact
(Score: 1)

Inconsequential. Simple typoerror or minor
user interface misalignment.

High Impact
(Score: 5)

Non-critical functionalities are not working, but
still system runs.

Critical Impact
(Score: 10)

The system or core functionality is down.

Points Action

Points <= 5 Fix during buffer time only

5 < Points < 10
Use the planned debugging

time

Points >= 10
Stop current development & 
resolve bug immediately. 
PM Reschedules project.

Bug	Metrics



Sprint Velocity

Sprint	Velocity



Risk	Management

Risk	Type Risk	
Description Likelihood Impact Mitigation

Project
Management

Risk

Unable to
develop tertiary
functions due to
insufficient time

High Low

Monitor project
progress closely. If risk
were to realize, inform
sponsor immediately
respond accordingly as
in change management.

Risk Impact

Tertiary functions of ‘Calculator’ and ‘Google Maps’ widget which
would help users in their daily tasks will not be developed, making
the application less rounded.



X-Factor



X-Factor	for	Finals

20% reduction in time 
to complete overall 

sales process 



Actual	Result



Actual	Result

23.35% reduction 
in time to complete overall 

sales process 



Actual	Result

23.35% reduction 
in time to complete overall 

sales process 

Before After

Customer 
Call

1m 
50s

2m
25s

3m
55s

1m 25s 1m 50s 2m 30s

Site
Surveyor

15m 
10s

25m 
30s

30m
45s

10m 
30s

19m
45s

25m 
50s

Individual Overall

Customer 
Call

145s (bef) – 110s (aft) 
= 35s
35s / 145s = 24.14 % (24.14% + 22.55%) / 2

= 46.69 % / 2
= 23.35%

Site
Surveyor

1530s (bef) – 1185s (aft) 
= 345s
345s / 1530s = 22.55%



Learning	Outcomes



Team’s	Reflection

The team has experienced what it’s like being involved in a full project
life cycle. We picked up hard skills such as project management and
web application development. Not forgetting soft skills such as
internal communication within the team and communicating with
external parties such as our supervisor and sponsor. We have also
witnessed our solution value-add to the company’s business process,
making the project a fulfilling one.



Team’s	Learning	Outcomes

Designing a user interface that
is both user-friendly and

dynamic enough to cater to
user's needs can be quite

challenging. I have learnt to
effectivelyuse javascript/jQuery
to facilitate the integeration
between front-end and back-
end. Apart from gaining coding
skills, I have also aquired soft
skills that allows me to work
harmoniously with my group

members.

This project has givenme the
opportunity to learnmore about
the use of java and javascript to
create a comprehensive system to
facilitate a company's business
process. In addition, it has

allowedme to see the usability of
our system and the responses of
our sponsor, motivating me to
make better decisions during the
development phase in the future.

Overall this project has
provided me a steep learning
curve in understanding how
to manage clients’ and

team’s expectation. It has
also givenme insights on

what its like to liaise with real
clients next time. I am glad

that taking on this project has
made me and my team better

in terms of technical and
management skills.



Team’s	Learning	Outcomes

Over the course of fyp, I have learnt
to use Javascript and jquery to
design a good interface based on

information from the user's
perspective, such as how the whole
flow will play out and considering

which part they are more
comfortable with. In addition, I
have also learnt the ability to

respond to changes if necessary.

From planning to development as I
witnessed the projectmaterialize and
slowly see the bigger picture, I begin

to understand importance of
documentation and the need for
iterative cycles to ensure results. 
Granted that FYP is just a flavor of
what's to come,at least I now better
appreciate the stages of a project

development cycle.



Product	Owner’s	Testimonial

The team has been keepingme updated very regularly on the
progress on product development. The team is very strong in
the technical aspects of the product and they are more than
willingto find alternate ways to improve the overall user
experience of the product. They are very receptive of the

feedbacks and are always trying to find ways to improve the
overall product and the wholeexperience of the product

design.

HakimZaini

“

”


